Supplementary Information
The study design aimed at measuring the effects of psychiatric medications. Outcomes
were defined as mental health symptomatic measures of depression, anxiety, stress,
suicidal ideation, and psychosis. For each of these symptomatic outcomes, we used an ngram based classifier that infers if a social media post indicates an expression of the
corresponding symptom. For example, a post such as “I am feeling depressed” on social
media would be identified to contain language indicative of depression. These classifiers
were built using a transfer learning [1, 2] methodology where the groundtruth data were
obtained from Reddit communities of these symptoms (e.g., r/depression for depression,
r/anxiety for anxiety, r/stress for stress, etc.). These classifiers performed at a high
accuracy of approximately 0.90 on held-out test data [1]. These classifiers were also shown
to transfer well with an 87% agreement between machine-predicted labels and expert
appraisals, where experts annotated posts using DSM-5 criteria of mental health symptoms.
We note that the top features of these classifiers do not coincide with the named side
effects examined in this work, therefore, minimizing the likelihood that our observations
are biased by the classifiers.
The study design adopted a quasi-experimental framework based on matching, which
simulates an RCT setting by minimizing for high-dimensional observed covariates [3]. This
approach draws motivation from the potential outcomes framework [3], where
counterfactual outcomes are estimated based on the outcomes of similar (matched)
individuals. We employed stratified propensity score analysis to match Treatment and
Control, conditioned on a set of covariates. These covariates were computed on the pretreatment data of each user and included social media structural features (number of
followers and Twitter posts, duration on platform), and linguistic features such as
psycholinguistic use [4], 2,000 raw unigrams, and baseline mental health symptomatic
outcomes. A logistic regression model predicting a user’s treatment status based on the
covariates estimated the propensity scores, and then the propensity scores were stratified
into 100 strata of equal length. Thereby, each strata contained matched Treatment and
Control users who exhibited similar propensity scores. The quality of matching was
evaluated by computing the standardized mean differences (SMD) across the covariates in
the Treatment and Control groups, which showed a significant drop of mean SMD from
0.029 to 0.009 from the unmatched to matched data sets, enabling confidence in the quality
of matching.
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